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Abstract
To each eld F of characteristic not 2, one can associate a certain Galois group GF , the so-
called W-group of F , which carries essentially the same information as the Witt ring W (F) of
equivalence classes of anisotropic quadratic forms over F . There is a close connection between
(nontrivial) involutions in GF and orderings on F . The purpose of this paper is to investigate
how the lattice of orderings and preorderings on F is determined by GF , and to provide a Galois-
theoretic version of reduced Witt rings. c© 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
MSC: 11E81; 12D15
1. Introduction and notation
The W-groups GF and their properties have been studied in [9{12]. The connections
with involutions have been presented in [11]. We shall show that this can be generalized
to provide a realization in GF of preorderings on F , given by subgroups which can be
generated by involutions. Section 2 develops the properties of these special subgroups
of the W-group and Section 3 shows the correspondence with preorderings of the
eld F . In Section 4 we apply the results to special types of preorderings, namely
fans and SAP preorderings. Section 5 looks at a particular numerical invariant of nite
spaces of orderings obtained from the corresponding subgroup, and the nal section
looks at the topology when the spaces of orderings are innite.
Many of the ideas applied here to subgroups of W-groups generated by involu-
tions are special cases of ideas which apply more generally to arbitrary subgroups of
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W-groups. These more general results, and in particular the connections between sub-
groups of W-groups and additive properties of subgroups of the square class group of
the base eld, are explored in [4].
Given a set of elements gi 2G, i in some index set I , we write h gi j i2 I i for the sub-
group of G topologically generated by the set fgi j i2 Ig; viz. the closed subgroup of G
generated by the set of elements gi. Whenever we speak of a subgroup being generated
by a set of elements, it should be understood that we mean topologically generated,
i.e. one takes the closure of the subgroup generated by the given set of elements.
The W-group GF of a eld F is the Galois group over F of the eld F (3), which
is dened to be the compositum over F of all cyclic of order 2, cyclic of order 4,
and dihedral of order 8 extensions of F . The eld F (3) can also be viewed as being
constructed in a two-tiered process of taking multiquadratic extensions of F as follows.
Let F (2) denote the compositum over F of all quadratic extensions of F . Then F (3) is
the compositum over F (2) of all quadratic extensions of F (2) which are Galois over F .
In the case where F is formally real, GF determines W (F) and conversely. The details
of this relationship are given in the next section. These groups all lie in the category
Cat, the full subcategory of the category of pro-2-groups whose objects are those pro-
2-groups G satisfying g4 = 1 and g2 2Z(G) for all g2G. The Frattini subgroup of such
a group G, denoted (G), is (topologically) generated by squares and commutators
(cf. [10, Proposition 1.3]). Indeed, for G in Cat, (G)= [G;G]G2 =G2. (The reader
is referred to [14, Ch.3, Section 3] for more details on the structure of pro-p-groups.)
We dene an essential subgroup of a group G2Cat to be a closed subgroup H
satisfying H \(G)=(H). An essential subgroup is characterized by the fact that a
minimal set of topological generators for H extends to a minimal set for G.
We will need a number of results on orderings and W-groups, which are proved
in [11]. In particular, letting =(GF), we have GF==Gal(F (2)=F) and the noniden-
tity cosets of  in GF which are represented by involutions are in 1{1 correspondence
with the elements of XF , the set of all orderings on F . Recall that an ordering P on
a eld F is a subset P _F satisfying
(1) P + PP,
(2) P  PP,
(3) P \−P= ;, and
(4) P [−P= _F .
An involution  not in  (a `nontrivial' involution) determines an ordering P= fa2
_F jpa= (pa)g=(F (3) )2 \ _F , where F (3) is the xed eld of  in F (3). In particular,
if 2 = 1;  62, then (p−1)=−p−1. Any two involutions in the same coset of 
determine the same ordering on F , since their actions on F (2) are the same. A nontrivial
involution is called real if its xed eld F (3) is a relative real closure of F in F (3);
every nonidentity coset of  which is represented by an involution is represented by
a real involution. All real involutions in a given coset are conjugates. Conversely, if
P is any ordering on F , then there exists a nontrivial involution  in GF such that
P=(F (3) )2 \ _F . This  is uniquely determined by P up to multiplication by elements
of , that is, P determines a unique coset , where  is an involution in GF .
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Finally, we will need the concept of a preordering T on the eld F . The principal
facts about preorderings are nicely presented in [3]. A subset T ( _F is a preordering
on F if it satises
(1) _F 2T ,
(2) T + T T , and
(3) T  T T .
With these three conditions, the condition that T is a proper subset of _F is equivalent
to requiring −1 62T . Every ordering is a preordering, and every preordering on F is
the intersection of the orderings on F which contain it.
2. Involution subgroups
The Galois-theoretic manifestation of a preordering on F is an essential subgroup
of GF which is generated by involutions. This turns out to be a direct generaliza-
tion of the correspondence between orderings on F and nontrivial involutions in GF ,
as such involutions determine an essential subgroup isomorphic to Z=2Z. As in the
case with orderings, distinct preorderings correspond to subgroups which are distinct
\mod(GF)". The relevant subgroups of GF will be seen (in the next section) to be
those given by the following denition.
Denition. An involution subgroup of a group G in Cat is an essential subgroup of
G generated (topologically) by involutions.
Theorem 2.1. Let G 2Cat and write =(G).
(1) Any closed subgroup H G can be written as
H =EH  (H \)=(H);
where EH is an essential subgroup.
(2) EH is a maximal essential subgroup of G in H .
(3) The group EH is determined up to isomorphism.
(4) If H 0 is any other closed subgroup of G with H=H 0; then EH =EH ′ .
Proof. (1) If H \=(H), we are done. Assume that (H)(H \. Since
H=(H \) is an elementary 2-group, we may choose a set of elements fhi 2H j i2 Ig
such that fhi= hi(H \) j i2 Ig is a Z=2Z-basis for H=(H \). Extend this to a set of
elements fhi; tj 2H j i2 I; j2 Jg such that the images fhi(H); tj(H) j i2 I; j2 Jg
form a basis of H=(H). Then fhi; tj j i2 I; j2 Jg is a minimal set of generators
for H . By our choice of ftjg, we have h tj(H) j j2 J i=(H \)=(H). Further-
more h tj j j2 J i C H and h tj j j2 J i \ h hi j i2 I i=1. Since the generators tj, being in
H \, are central, we also have h hi j i 2 I i C H , so that H = hhi j i2 I i htj j j2 J i.
Set EH = hhi j i2 I i. We must show that EH is an essential subgroup; i.e. (hhi j i2 I i)
= hhi j i2 I i \. Let h=
Qn
i=1 h
0
i 2, where h0i 2fhi j i2 Ig. Then
Q
h0i 7! 1 in H=H \
and so, as hi (i2 I) is part of a basis, the factors h0i must appear in pairs. Reordering
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the factors gives h as a product of h02i and commutators of the form [h
0
i ; h
0
j], whence
h2(EH ).
(2) Let E0)EH be a subgroup of H . We claim that E0 is not an essential subgroup
of G. By (1), we can write H =EH K , where K is an elementary 2-group. Thus
we have (H)=(EH K)=(EH )(K)=(EH ). Therefore, since EH E0H ,
we have (E0)=(H)=(EH ). Since E0 properly contains EH , we can properly ex-
tend the minimal set of generators fhig of EH to a minimal set fhi; h0jg of E0. Then
fhi; h0jg forms a basis for E0=(E0) and fhig forms a basis of EH =(EH ). By construc-
tion of EH , the set fhig is a basis for H=(H \) and therefore contains a basis for
E0(H \)=(H \)=E0=(E0 \). Comparing E0=(E0) with E0=(E0 \), we see that
E0 \)(E0).
(3) Let E;E0 be maximal essential subgroups of H . Let fhig be any basis for
H=H \. Then there exist liftings to H , fhig and fh0ig, which are minimal sets of
(topological) generators for E and E0, respectively. We have hi(H \)= h0i(H \)
for each i. Dene a map  :E!E0 by extending hi 7! h0i multiplicatively. We must
check that  is well-dened, i.e., if
Q
hi=1 in E, we must have
Q
h0i =1 in E
0. Note
that for each i, there exists an element i 2  with h0i = hii. We know that since fhig
is a minimal set of generators for I2Cat, a product Q hi=1 2 (E) can always be
written in the form
Q
hi=
Q
h2k
Q
[hl; hm]. But then, since all i are central elements
of order at most two, we obtain

Y
hi

=
Y
((hk))2
Y
[(hl); (hm)]=
Y
(hkk)2
Y
[hll; hmm]
=
Y
h2k
Y
[hl; hm]
Y
2k
Y
[l; m] = 1:
Thus we have a well-dened surjective homomorphism which is clearly invertible.
(4) Since H=H 0, we have EH=EH ′ by (3). Thus, it will suce to show that
EH=EH , i.e. that EH is a maximal essential subgroup of H. Assume that E)EH
is a subgroup of H. Then we have
EH =(EH )=EH =(EH \)=EH=E=H==H=(H \): (2.1)
But by (1), we have EH =(EH \)=H=(H \). Thus all groups in (2.1) are isomor-
phic. If E is an essential subgroup, then E==E=(E\)=E=(E), so (2.1) implies
that E and EH have the same minimal set of generators and hence are equal.
Corollary 2.2. (1) Any subgroup H G 2Cat topologically generated by involutions
can be written as
H =IH  (H \)=(H);
where IH is an involution subgroup.
(2) IH is a maximal involution subgroup of G in H .
(3) The group IH is determined up to isomorphism.
(4) If H 0 is any other subgroup topologically generated by involutions with
H=H 0; then IH =IH ′ .
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Proof. The proof is analogous to the proof of Theorem 2.1. Since H is generated by
involutions, the elements fhi; tj 2H j i2 I; j2 Jg can be chosen to be involutions. Then
IH =EH in the proof of Theorem 2.1.
The involution subgroups of a W-group G satisfy additional properties not shared by
general elements of Cat. For example, no such group can have Z=2Z as a direct factor.
Indeed, we have the following result obtained in [8]. In order to prove it, we will need
to understand precisely how the relations on W (F) determine GF and conversely. This
is described carefully in [9, 10] and [12]. We give a brief explanation here.
Let G= _F= _F 2 be the group of square classes of F . Then G has a natural struc-
ture as a vector space over the eld Z=2Z, and we can choose a basis B= fbi: i2 Ig
for G as a Z=2Z-vector space, where I is some linearly ordered index set. Let Q be
the subgroup of the Brauer group Br(F) of F generated by the classes of quaternion
algebras over F (see [2] or [5]). Let F be the free group in the category Cat on
the symbols fzi: i2 Ig. Then (F), the Frattini subgroup of F, is a Z=2Z-vector
space with basis hz2i ; [zi; zj]: i; j2 I; j>i i. Let P be the set of homogeneous poly-
nomials of degree 2 in the variables ti; i2 I , with coecients in Z=2Z. Thus P is
also a Z=2Z-vector space. We then have a natural pairing h ; i :(F)P!Z=2Z,
obtained by letting fz2i ; [zi; zj]: i; j2 I; j>ig and ft2i ; titj; i; j2 I; j>ig be dual bases.
We have a group homomorphism  :P!Q given by (t2i )= (bi; bi); (titj)= (bi; bj).
Let R=(ker )?= fs2(F): hs; pi=0 8p2 ker g. Then R can be viewed as the
dual Q of Q. It can then be shown that the W-group G and the group F=R are
isomorphic pro-2-groups.
This description of the relations on the W-group allows one to dene an abstract
W-group associated with any abstract Witt ring W (in the sense of [5]). To do this,
one just replaces ( _F= _F 2; Q) in the description above with the associated \quaternionic
structure" (GW ;QW ) for the Witt ring W [15].
Proposition 2.3. Any two nontrivial involutions of G=GF which are not in the same
coset of (GF) do not commute with each other. In other words; Z=2ZZ=2Z is not
an essential subgroup of G.
Proof. Assume H = h ;  j 2 = 2 = [; ] = 1 iG, and assume ; ;  62=(GF).
Then −1 62 _F 2, for if −12 _F 2, we would have (a; a)= 12Br2(F) for all a2 _F . This
means, in the relations for G, no \squared terms" appear. But if H is a subgroup of
G, then 2 and 2 both appear.
Let L=F be a dihedral extension of order 8 containing F(
p
a;
p−a), where
Gal (L=F(
p−1))=Z4, and where
p
a is not xed by . (We can do this because
 62. Such an extension is referred to as a Da;−a-extension of F ; it exists since
the quaternion algebra (a;−a) is split over F .) Consider h ; i, the image of H in
Gal(L=F). We have 2 = 1, so the xed eld of  is of index 2 in L and does not
contain
p
a. This means it cannot contain
p−1 either, but must be one of the two
extensions of F of degree 4 sitting over F(
p−a), so (p−1)=−p−1. Now choose
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an element b2 _Fn _F 2 for which pb=pb and pb=−pb. Such a b exists since
; ;  62. Consider the image h ; i of H inside the Galois group G of a Db;−b-
extension K of F . The xed eld K of  cannot contain
p−b, so it must be one of
the two subelds of index 2 in K not containing
p−b. On the other hand, the xed
eld K of  cannot contain
p
b, so considering the subeld lattice, we see the inter-
section K \K=F . Thus, the image of H in G generates G, which means  and 
cannot commute. This is a contradiction, so H cannot exist as an essential subgroup
of G.
Remark. It can be shown [4] that the only essential subgroups of GF that are generated
by two generators (independent mod(GF)) are isomorphic to Z=4ZZ=4Z;Z=4Zo
Z=4Z;Z=4Z Z=4Z;Z=2Z Z=4Z, or Z=2Z Z=2Z, where  denotes the free product in
the category Cat. Of these ve groups, only the last two have any nontrivial involutions,
and only the last is an involution subgroup.
3. Connections with preorderings
For any group G 2Cat, we dene an equivalence relation on the closed subgroups
of G by H H 0 if H(G)=H 0(G). This restricts to an equivalence relation on the
subgroups of G topologically generated by involutions. In Theorem 2.1 we showed that
the isomorphism type of a maximal essential subgroup of any group in an equivalence
class is an invariant of the equivalence class. Thus, we can identify any equivalence
class by [E] where E is an essential subgroup of G in the equivalence class. We dene
a partial ordering on the set of equivalence classes by [E1][E2] if E1(G)E2(G);
this restricts to a partial ordering on the set of equivalence classes of subgroups topo-
logically generated by involutions, where again we can identify any equivalence class
by [I] where I is an involution subgroup of G.
Now let G=GF be the W-group of a eld F . To any closed subgroup H G we
can associate a subgroup TH of _F by dening TH = fa2 _F j (
p
a)=
p
a 82Hg.
Notice that since (G) xes
p
_F = fpa j a2 _Fg, the subgroup TH is an invariant of
the equivalence class [H ] of H .
Proposition 3.1. Let H range over the closed subgroups of GF with H*(GF).
There is a bijective inclusion-reversing correspondence between equivalence classes
[H ] and subgroups T of _F containing _F 2. Furthermore; H is generated by involutions
if and only if TH is a preordering on F .
Proof. Again let  denote the Frattini subgroup (GF). Suppose that T[E]=T[E′]. Let
fi j i2 Ig be a minimal set of topological generators for E, and f0i j i2 I 0g be a min-
imal set of topological generators for E0. Then we may write the sets as T[E] =
T
i2I Ti
and T[E′] =
T
i2I ′ Ti′ , where T= Thi. We need to show that [hi j i2 Ii]1=[h0i j i2 I 0i].
In fact, it clearly suces to show that
T
Ti T implies 2 hi j i2 Ii.
Suppose that  62 hi j i2 I i, and let L be the xed eld of hi j i2 I i. Then we
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have a 2 T Ti , i(pa)=pa for all i,pa2L. But  62 hi j i 2 I i implies that
the xed eld of h; i j i2 I i is properly contained in L. Since L is a subeld of
F (2), there exists some a2T Ti with (pa) 6=pa. But then a 62T, a contradiction.
This shows injectivity.
To show surjectivity, let T be any subgroup of _F containing _F 2. Observe that every
subgroup S of _F containing _F 2 and of index 2 in _F can be written as S = T for some
2GF . Then T can be written as T =
T
TT T= T[E], where Eh jTT i. Thus,
we have a one-to-one correspondence; it is clearly inclusion-reversing.
By [11], there is a one-to-one correspondence between cosets , hi an invo-
lution subgroup, and orderings on F , where the ordering corresponding to  is
P= fa2 _F j (
p
a)=
p
ag. If fi j i2 Ig is a minimal set of topological generators for
H , all of which are involutions, then TH =
T
i2I Pi , so we see that TH is a preordering.
Conversely, let H be any closed subgroup of GF not contained in , such that TH is a
preordering. By Theorem 2.1, H is generated by involutions if and only if any maximal
essential subgroup EH of H is. Let i 2GF be involutions such that TEH =
T
i2I Pi . Let
I= hi j i2 I i. Then the xed eld of I is the same as the xed eld of EH,
namely F(fpa j a2THg). Thus I=EH, so EH is also generated by involutions,
and hence so is H .
Note that by [11] we have a one-to-one correspondence between orderings and equiv-
alence classes [I] of involution subgroups of GF for which jI=(I)j=2. The fol-
lowing corollary generalizes this result to preorderings.
Corollary 3.2. Let F be a formally real eld. Then there is a bijective inclusion-
reversing correspondence between preorderings of F and equivalence classes [I] of
involution subgroups of GF .
Proof. In the proof of the theorem above, restrict the subgroups T of _F to those which
are preorderings, and the equivalence classes [H ] to those which are represented by
involution subgroups.
Remark. The correspondence of the preceding corollary gives a quantitative result
when the sets are nite: namely jI=(I)j= j _F=T[I]j. The rst number is 2 raised to
the power of the minimal number of generating involutions of I, while the second is
2 raised to the minimal number of orderings whose intersection gives T[I].
Theorem 3.3. Let F be a formally real eld. The isomorphism type of an involution
subgroup I of GF determines WT[I] ; the reduced Witt ring of the preordering T[I].
Proof. Write T for the preordering T[I]. Recall that for any element b2F , we havep
b in the xed eld of I if and only if b 2 T . Choose a minimal set of generators
fi j i2 Ig for I and extend it to a minimal set of generators fi; j j i2 I; j2 Jg for GF .
Now GF=(GF)=Gal(F (2)=F) is dual to the square class group _F= _F 2, so we can choose
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a set of generators fai; bj j i2 I; j2 Jg for _F= _F 2 such that i xes all pak ;
p
bj except
i(
p
ai)=−pai and similarly j xes all pai;
p
bk except j(
p
bj)=−
p
bj. Thus,
bj 2T for all j. Now consider the (abstract) reduced Witt ring WT and its associated
quaternionic structure (GT ; QT ). We need to show that I is the W-group aliated with
the quaternionic structure (GT ; QT ). Let (G;Q) be the quaternionic structure for F . Then
G= _F= _F 2 and GGT by sending bj 7! 1 for all j. Thus GT has fai j i2 Ig as a basis
and I=(I) is dual to GT just as GF=(GF) was dual to G. The relations on GF are as
described in Section 2. The relations on I are precisely the subset of the relations on
GF which can be expressed solely in terms of the generators i of I, i.e., the relators
of a presentation for I are RF \I, where RF is the kernel of the mapping of the free
group (in Cat) on the set fi; j j i2 I; j2 Jg to the W-group GF . To complete the
proof, we must show these relations form the precise Z=2Z dual to the kernel of the
map from unordered pairs in GT to QT as described in Section 2 for general abstract
Witt rings. This is precisely the image of the kernel of the map to QF obtained by
sending bj 7! 1 for all j. But the dual of this can then be seen to be RF \I.
With niteness conditions on XT we can generally say more; this will be pursued
further in the next section. Here we actually need a weaker condition than that the set
XT be nite, namely that T have nite chain length. The formal denition is given in
the next section in (4.1).
Corollary 3.4. Let F be a formally real eld. Any involution subgroup I of the
W-group GF can itself be realized as the W-group associated to some abstract Witt
ring W . If the preordering T associated to I has nite chain length; then I can be
realized as the W-group of some eld K .
Proof. The reduced Witt ring of F with respect to T is an abstract Witt ring in the
sense of Marshall [5, Ch. 4, Section 7, Ch. 6, Section 3], and I will then be the
abstract W-group associated to this Witt ring. If T has nite chain length, then there
are only nitely many places from F to R compatible with T [6, Section 3]. By [1,
Theorem 2.1] there then exists a pythagorean eld K with Witt ring W (K)=WT (F),
hence I=GK .
This leads to the general question of whether every essential subgroup of GF is
in fact realizable as the W-group of some abstract Witt ring or eld. There is at
least some evidence to this eect. For example, the proof of Proposition 2.3 shows
that Z=2ZZ=2Z is not essential, and since no assumption was made on the order
of  in that proof, it also shows that Z=4ZZ=2Z cannot be essential. Thus, the
only abelian essential subgroups other than Z=2Z are of the form
Q
Z=4Z. On the
other hand, it is known that these are precisely the abelian W-groups [12]. Additional
results of this nature are given in [4]. All groups that are currently known not to be
realizable as W-groups are also known not to be realizable as essential subgroups of W-
groups.
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It is natural to ask about the xed elds of the groups corresponding to preorderings
of the eld F . As noted in the introduction, these may not be formally real, even
when the preordering is a single ordering. The issue of when a single involution is
real is carefully considered in [11]. In particular, every ordering is shown to have a
corresponding real involution . Any other real involution inducing the same ordering
is conjugate to , and all the involutions inducing the same ordering are the elements
of  [11, Proposition 2.9].
Proposition 3.5. Let T be a preordering of the eld F . For each ordering P 2XT ;
choose a single real involution P determining P. Let I be the subgroup generated
by fP jP 2XTg and let K be the xed eld of I. Then the orderings of F which
extend to K are precisely those in XT .
Proof. First assume that P 62XT . Since P+T , there exists an element b2T with
−b2P. Every element of I xes pb, so it lies in K and P cannot extend. On
the other hand, if P 2XT , then P extends to the xed eld of the generator P of I,
hence it must extend to the subeld K .
4. Special preorderings and their groups
Let T be a preordering of a formally real eld F . Let IT be an involution sub-
group of GF in the equivalence class corresponding to T given by Corollary 3.2. By
Corollary 2.2 IT is determined up to isomorphism (only). We next look at the isomor-
phism types of involution subgroups which correspond to special types of preorderings.
Proposition 4.1. (1) A preordering T is a fan if and only if IT =(
Q
i2I Z=4Z)oZ=2Z
with nontrivial Z=2Z-action on each of the Z=4Z factors. If j _F=T j=2n; then the
product has n− 1 factors of Z=4Z. We shall refer to such a group as a fan group.
(2) A preordering T is SAP if and only if IT contains no subgroup isomorphic
to (Z=4ZZ=4Z)oZ=2Z; that is; no fan subgroup of order 32. If j _F=T j=2n; T is
SAP if and only if IT = i2I Z=2Z where jI j= n.
Proof. The preordering T is a fan if and only if the Witt ring WT (F) is isomorphic
to an integral group ring Z[] [3, Theorems 5.9, 5.10]. Furthermore, j _F=T j=2n if and
only if jj=2n−1. Minac and Smith [10] show that the associated W-group must be
(
Q
i2I Z=4Z)oZ=2Z with action as claimed.
The preordering T is SAP if and only if T is not contained in any fan of index 8 in F .
Since the preorderings containing T precisely correspond to the involution subgroups
of IT , the rst statement in (2) follows from (1). If j _F=T j=2n, the preordering T
is SAP if and only if WT (F)=
Q
i2I Z; jI j= n, with the product being in the category
of abstract Witt rings. In this case, Minac and Smith [10] show that the associated
W-group must be i2I Z=2Z.
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In the case where j _F=T j=2n is nite, the involution groups associated to fans and
to SAP preorderings represent the extremes as far as orders of involution subgroups
are concerned. That is, T is a fan if and only if jIT j is as small as it can possibly be
for a preordering of index 2n, and T is SAP if and only if jIT j is as large as it can
possibly be for a preordering of index 2n. Since necessarily jIT =(IT )j=2n, this is
equivalent to saying that (IT ) is as small as possible for fan groups, and as large
as possible for SAP groups. Specically, for a fan group I with jI=(I)j=2n, we
have jIj=22n−1, and consequently j(I)j=2n−1, while for a SAP group we have
jIj=2n(n+1)=2 and j(I)j=2n(n−1)=2.
The fans and the SAP preorderings are also the extreme cases involved in determin-
ing the numbers associated with any preordering: chain length and (reduced) stability
index. To discuss these, we again assume that the group _F=T is nite. This is, in
fact, equivalent to both of the numbers, chain length and stability index, being nite
[3, Theorem 13.9]. The clopen sets of the Harrison subbasis for the topology of XT
are of the form HT (a)= fP 2XT j a2Pg. We recall from [3, Section 8] that the chain
length of a preordering T , denoted cl(T ), is the maximum length n of a chain
;=HT (−1)( HT (a1)( HT (a2)(    ( HT (an)=T: (4.1)
Relating this to the group IT , one has HT (a1)HT (a2) if and only if for all P 2XT ,
a1 2P) a2 2P, if and only if for all 2IT , (pa1)=pa1) (pa2)=pa2. For a
SAP preordering with jXT j= n, the chain length is n. In general, to read this number
o of the group (as in Proposition 4.1(2)) requires that the group be written in a
canonical form. It is complicated further by the fact that the chain length of a fan
may be 1 or 2 (1 when jXT j=1 and 2 otherwise) and the fan group when jXT j=2
may be written either as Z=4ZoZ=2Z as in Proposition 4.1(1), or as Z=2Z  Z=2Z
as in Proposition 4.1(2). The canonical form we will choose is based on a recursive
construction of the associated Witt rings WT (F).
The stability index is determined by the largest index in _F of a fan T 0T and
is denoted st(T ); it is n when [ _F : T 0] = 2n+1, or equivalently, when jXT ′ j=2n [3,
Theorem 13.7]. In particular, a SAP eld (or preordering) with more than one ordering
has stability index 1.
Since we can associate a W-group to an abstract Witt ring, we can dene an
(abstract) involution group in this more general context. An involution group is the
W-group associated to an abstract reduced Witt ring, as described in [15]. In this
context we will not have a specic eld in mind (though one always exists when
X is nite), so we shall write st(X ) and cl(X ) for st(T ) and cl(T ), where X is the
corresponding abstract space of orderings.
The Witt rings associated with involution groups are torsion-free (cf. [11,
Theorem 2.11]). These (reduced) Witt rings, when nitely generated, can be constructed
recursively via products and group ring extensions in the category of Witt rings [1,
5]. And, of course, the associated W-groups can also be constructed recursively; see
[10] for details. For our purposes, we need only note that any nite involution group
is built up recursively by a nite number of operations, beginning with Z=2Z and at
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each step either forming the semidirect product Z=4ZoI (with the action given in
[10, Section 3]) or forming the free product I1 I2 in Cat, where I; I1 and I2 were
previously constructed by the process. Translating the computation of chain length and
stability index into W-groups then gives a means of immediately reading o the values
from the structure of a given involution group.
Proposition 4.2. Let I; I1 and I2 be nite involution groups with associated spaces
of orderings (X;G); (X1; G1) and (X2; G2). The chain length of the space of orderings
associated with I1 I2 is cl(X1) + cl(X2). Its stability index is max(st(X1); st(X2))
unless I1 =I2 =Z=2Z; in which case it is 1. The chain length of the space of or-
derings associated with Z=4ZoI is cl(X ) unless I=Z=2Z in which case it is 2.
Its stability index is st(X ) + 1.
Proof. The group I1 I2 has associated set of orderings X1 [X2 with Harrison sub-
basic sets of the form HX1 (a)[HX2 (b), a2G1; b2G2, so the rst chain length claim
follows immediately from the dening expression (4.1). For the same reason, one sees
that the stability index is max(st(X1); st(X2)), with the single exception of the case
where each space Xi has only one ordering so that they have stability index zero while
the space with two orderings has index one.
The space of orderings associated with the group Z=4ZoI is homeomorphic to
f(P; k) jP 2X; k 2f0; 1gg with Harrison subbasis generated (under the operation of
symmetric dierence) by the two copies of X and the sets of the form fHX (a)f0g[
HX (a)f1g j a2Gg. Thus, the set of orderings associated with a fan is doubled in
size, whence the stability index increases by 1, and the chain length is unchanged
except in the special case of going from one to two orderings.
We would now like to examine properties of fan subgroups more closely. The fol-
lowing several results give group theoretic analogues to a number of the results in
[3, Ch. 5].
Proposition 4.3. An involution subgroup I of GF is a fan group if and only if; for
every 2I such that (p−1)=−p−1; we have 2 = 1.
Proof. Suppose I is a fan group, and let 2I be such that (p−1)=−p−1. Then
T[] is a subgroup of index 2 in _F , which contains T and which does not contain
p−1.
Since T is a fan, we have T[] is an ordering, and 2 = 1.
Conversely, let I=I[T ], and suppose that for all 2I, if (
p−1)=−p−1, then
2 = 1. Let S T be a subgroup of _F of index 2, with −1 62 S. We need to see that
S = T[] for some 2I, for then S will be an ordering, since such a  will not xp−1. Let 2GF be such that the xed eld of hi is F(
p
S). Then I because
T  S, so there exists a 2I such that = , and T[] = S.
Remark. By [10, Proposition 3.3], every W-group GF of a formally real eld F has a
fan group (
Q
i2I Z=4Z)oZ=2Z as a homomorphic image, where f−1; ai j i2 Ig forms
a basis for _F= _F 2. The eld is superpythagorean (that is, F is pythagorean, so _F 2 is a
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preordering, and moreover _F 2 is a fan) precisely when this \homomorphic image" is
in fact the group itself.
Corollary 4.4. If I is a fan group; then any involution subgroup of I is also a fan
group.
Proof. If 2I0, where I0 is an involution subgroup of I; and if (p−1)=−p−1;
then 2 = 1; since I is a fan group. Thus I0 must also be a fan group.
Proposition 4.5. Any involution subgroup G of GF which can be generated by two
elements is a fan group.
Proof. If G can be generated by a single element, then G=Z=2Z, which is the
\trivial" fan group. Let G 2Cat be generated by two involutions. Then G=Z=2ZZ=2Z
or G=Z=2Z Z=2Z. However, as shown in Proposition 2.3, Z=2ZZ=2Z is not an es-
sential subgroup of GF . Thus, any such subgroup of GF is isomorphic to Z=2Z Z=2Z=
Z=4ZoZ=2Z, which is a fan group.
Theorem 4.6. For any involution subgroup I of GF ; the following are equivalent.
(1) I is a fan group.
(2) Any subgroup H of I such that
p−1 is not in the xed eld of H is generated
by involutions.
(3) Every three-generator involution subgroup of I is a fan group.
Proof. First assume I is a fan subgroup of GF . Then we may choose generators
fi; i2 I ; g for I where
Q
i2I hii=
Q
i2I Z=4Z and 2 = 1, with i= 
−1
i 8i2 I .
Notice that every element in I can be \factored" in the form e
Q
i2I 
ei
i ; e; ei 2f0; 1g
times some element of the commutator subgroup of I. The involutions of I are
precisely those elements which have  in their \factorization" , and these are also, by
Proposition 4.3, precisely the elements which do not x
p−1. Any two elements of
exponent four commute with each other. Now let H be any subgroup of I such thatp−1 is not in the xed eld of H . Then among the generators of H is at least one
which contains  in its factorization, again by Proposition 4.3. Call this generator 0.
Then if  is any generator of H which is of exponent 4, we may replace it by 0,
which will be an involution. Thus, H can be generated by involutions. This shows (1)
implies (2). That (1) implies (3) follows directly from Corollary 4.4.
Now assume that (2) holds. Let 2I be such that (p−1)=−p−1. Then hi is
generated by involutions, so 2 = 1, and by Proposition 4.3, I is a fan group. Thus
(2) implies (1).
Finally, assume that every involution subgroup H of the involution subgroup I of
GF generated by three elements is a fan group. Thus, if 2H has the property that
(
p−1)=−p−1, then 2 = 1. Now suppose 2I is such that (p−1)=−p−1.
If we can show that 2 = 1, then by Proposition 4.3, we will have that I is a fan
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group. Since  lies in an involution group, it can be written as a product of generating
involutions = 12    m. Each of the generators carries
p−1 to −p−1, so m must be
odd. If m=1,  is an involution and we are done. If m=3, then  lies in the subgroup
generated by the three involutions 1; 2; 3 which is a fan group by hypothesis, so again
2 = 1. If m>3, we use the same argument inductively: the element 0 = m−2m−1m
lies in a three generator involution subgroup, hence is a fan group and thus 0 is an
involution. Now = 12    m−30 has shorter length and we are done by induction.
Thus (3) implies (1).
5. |(IT )| as an invariant
In this section we take a look at j(IT )j as a useful numerical invariant for studying
the (categorically equivalent) structure of nite spaces of orderings, nitely generated
reduced Witt rings and nite involution groups. We have seen in the previous section
that j(IT )j is minimal for fan groups and maximal for SAP groups. This suggests
using log2 j(IT )j as a measure of the degree to which orderings can be separated
by the elements of the Harrison subbasis. Let T be a given preordering of a formally
real eld F , X its corresponding set of orderings. The numbers commonly studied
in describing the structure of the Witt ring WT (F) are jX j; j _F=T j; cl(X ), and st(X ).
We shall see that j(IT )j is independent of these four numbers, thus providing addi-
tional information in distinguishing Witt rings.
We begin by mentioning two examples which indicate what j(IT )j can and cannot
do. Our rst example is the smallest value of j _F=T j for which this number and j(IT )j
do not completely determine the involution group IT .
Example 5.1. Taking jI=(I)j= j _F=T j=25, we consider the groups I1 =Z=4Zo
(Z=2Z Z=2Z Z=2Z Z=2Z) and I2 =Z=2Z  ((Z=4ZZ=4ZZ=4Z)oZ=2Z), cor-
responding to spaces of orderings Xi, i=1; 2. For each of these groups, j(Ii)j=27,
i=1; 2. On the other hand, all three of the other invariants are dierent: jX1j=8;
jX2j=9; cl(X1)= 4; st(X1)= 2 and cl(X2)= 3= st(X2).
The next example shows that j(I)j is truly independent of the other four invariants,
in that j(I)j can distinguish two Witt rings for which all the other invariants are
equal.
Example 5.2. Now we use the groups I1 =Z=2Z Z=2Z  ((Z=4Z)2o (Z=2Z Z=2Z 
Z=2Z)) and I2 =Z=4Zo ((Z=4Z)2oZ=2Z) Z=2Z Z=2Z Z=2Z). Here we have
j(I1)j=216 and j(I2)j=215. But jXij=14; jIi=(Ii)j=27; cl(Xi)= 5 and st(Xi)=
3, for i=1; 2.
We next establish a few simple results regarding the computation of (I). Using the
recursive construction of nite involution groups described in the previous section and
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the fact that (Z=2Z)= f0g, the following proposition suces for all computations.
Note that it extends the SAP and fan examples following Proposition 4.1.
Proposition 5.3. Let I1 and I2 be involution groups with jI1=(I1)j=2m; j(I1)j=
2r ; jI2=(I2)j=2n and j(I2)j=2s. Then
j(I1 I2)=(I1 I2)j=2m+n; j(I1 I2)j=2r+s+mn
and
j(Z=4ZoI1)=(Z=4ZoI1)j=2m+1; j(Z=4ZoI1)j=2r+1
Proof. By [10, Section 2], for any nite groups G1; G2 in Cat,
jG1 G2j= jG1jjG2j2log2 jG1=(G1)j log2 jG2=(G2)j;
and (G1 G2)=(G1 G2)=G1=(G1)G2=(G2). Here jI1 I2j=2r+m+n+s+mn and
j(I1 I2)=(I1 I2)j= jI1=(I1)j  jI2=(I2)j=2m+n;
so j(I1 I2)j=2r+s+mn.
By the way semidirect products work we know jZ=4ZoI1j=4  jI1j=2m+r+2, and
since for G 2Cat, log2 jG=(G)j is the minimum number of generators for G, clearly
j(Z=4ZoI1)=(Z=4ZoI1)j=2m+1 and thus also j(Z=4ZoI1)j=2r+1.
The situation of Example 5.2 cannot happen for lower stability index. Indeed, when
the stability index is at most 2, the value of j(I)j is completely determined by the
number of orderings and the size of the Harrison subbasis, though the chain length
may vary for such spaces of orderings.
Theorem 5.4. Assume that I is an nite involution group with space of orderings X
having stability index at most 2. Set 2q= jI=(I)j. Then
log2 j(I)j=
q2 + q− 2jX j
2
=

q+ 1
2

− jX j: (5.1)
Proof. Following the methods pioneered in [1], we prove the theorem using the recur-
sive construction of I. Since the stability index is at most 2, Proposition 4.2 shows
there are only three cases to consider: (1) a SAP group I, (2) a semidirect product
Z=4ZoI where I is a SAP group, and (3) free products of groups of the rst two
types. For a SAP group, jX j= q, so our earlier computation of j(I)j shows that
Eq. (5.1) holds in this case. For case (2), we may assume (5.1) for I. The space of
orderings for Z=4ZoI has cardinality 2jX j=2q and jZ=4ZoI=(Z=4ZoI)j=2q+1,
so Proposition 5.3 yields
log2 j(Z=4ZoI)j=
q2 + q− 2jX j
2
+ 1=
(q+ 1)2 + (q+ 1)− 2(2jX j)
2
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as desired. Finally, for case (3) we may assume that (5.1) holds for two groups I1
and I2 with spaces of orderings Xi and quotients jIi=(Ii)j=2qi , i=1; 2. Applying
Proposition 5.3 again, we obtain
log2 j(I1 I2)j =
q21 + q1 − 2jX1j
2
+
q22 + q2 − 2jX2j
2
+ q1q2
=
(q1 + q2)2 + (q1 + q2)− 2(jX1j+ jX2j)
2
:
This completes the proof since the space of orderings for the free product is the union
of the two spaces of orderings X1 [X2 and the group of square classes (corresponding
to I1 I2=(I1 I2)) is, in a natural way, the product of the two groups, and so has
cardinality 2q1+q2 (cf. [1] or [5]).
Let F be a pythagorean eld with nite space of orderings X . Let P(t)=
P
hqtq be
the polynomial where hq is the dimension of the cohomology group Hq(Gal(F(2)=F);
Z=2Z) over Z=2Z. These polynomials have been studied by Minac in [7], where they
are called Poincare polynomials. Some of the major invariants can be immediately read
from this polynomial, as degP(t)= st(X ), jX j=P(1)=P hq and log2 j _F= _F 2j=1 +
P0(0) [7, Theorem 5.2.1]. In particular, we note that h1 = log2 j _F= _F 2j − 1.
Theorem 5.5. For any nite space of orderings X with associated polynomial P and
involution group I we have
log2 j(I)j=

m
2

− h2; (5.2)
where m= log2jI=(I)j (i.e.; m= log2 j _F= _F 2j where F is a pythagorean eld with
IF =I).
Proof. We prove the theorem using the recursive construction of the spaces of order-
ings (or equivalently, of reduced Witt rings or involution groups). If jX j=1, then I=
Z=2Z, m=1, j(I)j=1 and P(t)= 1 so the claim holds: 0= 0+0. From [7, p. 173],
we need the following two facts:
(1) For a direct sum of spaces of orderings (corresponding to the free product of
involution groups), PX1 X2 (t)=PX1 (t) + PX2 (t) + t − 1.
(2) For a group extension X 0 of a space of orderings X (corresponding to the semi-
direct product with Z=4Z), PX ′ =(t + 1)PX (t).
For the case of X1X2, we assume inductively that we have two spaces X1; X2
satisfying Eq. (5.2): log2 j(Ii)j=
(mi
2
 − ai, i=1; 2, where ai is the coecient of t2
in Pi(t). From Proposition 5.3 and the induction hypothesis, we have
log2 j(I1 I2)j = log2 j(I1)j+ log2 j(I2)j+ m1m2
=

m1
2

− a1 +

m2
2

− a2 + m1m2
=

m1 + m2
2

− (a1 + a2)
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as desired, since a1 + a2 is the coecient of t2 in the Poincare polynomial PX1 X2 (t).
Next we consider the group extension case Z=4ZoI where we assume (5.2) holds
for I: log2 j(I)j=
(m
2
−a, where a denotes the coecient of t2 in P(t). Again using
Proposition 5.3 and the induction hypothesis, we obtain
log2 j(Z=4ZoI)j= log2 j(I)j+ 1=

m
2

− a+ 1=

m+ 1
2

− (a+ m− 1)
as desired, because the coecient of t2 in (1+ t)P(t) is a+m−1, since the coecient
of t in P(t) is m− 1 as noted above.
Note that Theorem 5.4 is a special case of Theorem 5.5 since jX j= q if the space is
1-stable and jX j=P(1)= 1+ (q− 1) + h2 for stability 2 [7, Theorem 5.2.1]. A proof
of Theorem 5.5 can also be given in the general context of abstract W-groups, using
the relations on GF , as in [15].
Looking at examples, one discovers that P(t) is determined by h1, jX j and jj for
all small spaces of orderings. In fact, the smallest example where this does not happen
requires jX j=34, in which case we have polynomials P1(t)= 1 + 10t + 14t2 + 7t3 +
2t4 = (1+t)1+9t+5t2+2t3 and P2(t)= 1+10t+14t2+8t3+t4 for which log2 jj=41.
Finding such examples is accomplished by using the Minac characterization of Poincare
polynomials [7, Theorem 5.2.3].
6. Topology
The space of orderings of a eld and the W-group of a eld each have a natural
topology. For Galois groups, this is an inverse limit topology of nite groups. For the
space of orderings XT over a preordering T , the topology makes it a Boolean space
(compact, Hausdor, and totally disconnected); in particular, the topology is also the
inverse limit topology of nite (discrete) quotient spaces. For this reason, one naturally
asks whether there is a relationship between the topologies since orderings correspond
to involutions in an involution subgroup.
Let T be a preordering of a eld F and let I be an involution subgroup corre-
sponding to T by Theorem 3.2. For each ordering P in XT = fP 2XF jPTg, choose
a corresponding involution P 2I. Of course, the involution P is only determined
up to being an element of the coset P(I), but it has the property that, for a2 _F ,
a2P, P(
p
a)=
p
a. As noted earlier, the clopen sets of the Harrison subbasis for
the topology of XT are of the form H (a)= fP 2XT j a2Pg. If we embed XT in I via
P 7! P , the subbasic set H (a) gets mapped to fP j a2Pg, which is the intersection
of the image of XT with the set f2I j (
p
a)=
p
ag. The latter set is one of the
dening basic open sets of the inverse limit topology on I, so the image of H (a) is
open in the induced topology.
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Lemma 6.1. Let X and Y be compact Hausdor topological spaces. Assume there is
an injection f :X ! Y which is an open mapping and assume also that the image of
X is closed in Y . Then f gives a homeomorphism of X onto its image in Y .
Proof. We only need to show that f is continuous. Let U Y be open. Its complement
U c, being a closed subset of a Hausdor space, is compact. We claim that f−1(U c)
is also compact. To see this, let fVg be any open cover of f−1(U c). Since f is an
open mapping, each set f(V) is open, hence the collection ff(V)g is an open cover
of U c \f(X ). This latter set is closed in the compact space Y , and hence is itself
compact, so there is a nite subcover ff(Vi)g. Then the sets Vi cover f−1(U c), and
it is seen to be compact, hence closed in the Hausdor space X . Therefore f−1(U ) is
open and the mapping is continuous.
Proposition 6.2. The injection of XT into I dened by P 7! P as above is a homeo-
morphism onto its image. That is; the induced topology on the image is identical to
the Harrison topology.
Proof. We must compare the topology on the image of XT induced by the topology
of I as a pronite 2-group, with the Harrison topology on the space of orderings.
To work with an arbitrary preordering T rather than XF , it is convenient to consider
the spaces and groups abstractly. Write G= _F=T for the group associated with XT as an
abstract space of orderings. We begin by considering the composition XT!I!I=(I).
We have a natural isomorphism I=(I)=Hom(G; f1g). Now Hom(G; f1g) sits
inside f1gG and has its topology induced by this inclusion, where the latter set has
the product topology. The induced topology on the image of XT under this composition
is thus the same as the usual one used to induce the Harrison subbasis topology [13,
Section 6]. It follows that the composition XT !I!I=(I) is a continuous injec-
tion. The continuous image of the compact set XT is closed in (the Hausdor space)
I=(I). Since I=(I) has the quotient topology from I, we see that the image of
XT in I is also closed. As noted prior to Lemma 6.1, the mapping XT !I is open,
so the result now follows from Lemma 6.1.
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